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In this New Year, each one has to become a jewel of contentment and become 
problem-proof and an embodiment of solutions with the power of contentment. 
 

Today, BapDada is seeing His jewels of contentment everywhere. The light of each one is 
sparkling very well because the power of contentment is most elevated. Other powers also come 
to where there is contentment. The power of contentment easily finishes any type of problem. 
Where there is contentment, no other power is lacking. The power of contentment easily 
transforms any type of atmosphere or circumstance. Contentment transforms the upheaval of 
Maya and matter. Each one should check the self to see: Have I become a jewel of contentment? 
Am I able to transform the atmosphere by changing the situation of any human soul? 
 
Especially today, BapDada is very pleased to the souls who are His jewels of contentment. 
BapDada saw that the power of contentment transforms the atmosphere in service and among 
companions. So, do you experience yourselves to be such jewels of contentment? Those who 
believe that they have the power of contentment and also experience success by using it at the 
right time, raise your hands! Achcha. Raise your hands high! You raise your hands very well. 
Seeing everyone's hands, BapDada is pleased. However, check that, when there is any upheaval 
among companions, whether this power brings about transformation at that time. Is the result of 
this successful in making your own places powerful? 
 
BapDada saw that even now, there is a need in many places to make them free from obstacles 
with the power of tolerance. BapDada gave a task to each place, that is, every centre and zone 
should give the result of being free from obstacles. Do you remember? Do you remember? 
According to that and according to the need of the time, it is necessary for every place to be free 
from obstacles. Whether it is a service centre or your household, each place should be free from 
obstacles and filled with the power of contentment. You see the speed of time. Whether it is for 
the self or for a gathering, BapDada saw that there is a need to pay attention to the power of 
contentment. 
 
Father Brahma tours around everywhere. Do you know what the easiest way is to become 
complete? Follow father! From the beginning to the end, Father Brahma gained victory over 
every situation with the power of contentment. So, today, BapDada is giving a special signal: 
Each one should become a jewel of contentment and specially continue to use the power of 
contentment. 
 
The New Year is now coming and so each of you has to check the power of contentment in this 
way: Am I content with myself? Are my companions content in the way that BapDada wants? 
Were the problems finished with contentment? Discontentment in the world is going to increase 
day by day. Therefore, for that, look at the self: Did I remain a jewel of contentment throughout 
the day? The easy method for this is to follow Father Brahma because discontentment in the 
world is definitely going to increase. 
BapDada has made a plan to give all the children a blessing for the New Year specially at amrit 
vela. Everyone is asking: What is going to happen in the New Year? Those who have 
determination will receive special help from BapDada in their efforts. So, everything will 
become easy with this New Year gift. Do you like this blessing of amrit vela? Do you like it? 
You do do it, but you will specially attain co-operation, love and power from BapDada. Is that 
all right? Is it OK? BapDada has seen that everyone has very deep love. You have very good 
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love for having to do something, but specially use the power of contentment this year for the 
circumstances that come in-between. Check this and you will automatically continue to move 
forward. Achcha. 
 
You have all come from everywhere. Everyone continues to remember Madhuban with a lot of 
love. So, what will you become? Jewels of contentment. Do you like it? If you like becoming a 
jewel of contentment, wave your hands! If everyone remains content, what will there be 
everywhere? The songs of "Wah!, Wah!" will be played everywhere. So, who are all of you? 
Who are you? All of you are jewels of contentment. Are you jewels of contentment? Or only a 
little? Say: If we don't become that, who else would? If BapDada were to go on a tour, what 
would He see? The lights of the jewels of contentment are sparkling everywhere because it 
doesn't take BapDada long to tour around. So, this year, BapDada will see the result of how 
much the lights of the jewels of contentment are sparkling everywhere. 
 
This year, Baba specially wants to see the result of your becoming problem-proo/ and an 
embodiment of solutions. The majority of all the children everywhere have reached Madhuban 
with their minds. BapDada is seeing how all the children everywhere have reached Madhuban 
with their minds with so much love. All of you have reached here physically and BapDada is 
giving special love and remembrance to all the children everywhere. BapDada is giving all the 
children everywhere the special blessing of the power of contentment. Remain content, make 
others content and spread the vibration of contentment into the world with the power of 
contentment. Achcha. Are all of you happy? If you are happy, then raise both your hands! 
BapDada is also pleased to see the children in Madhuban. If anything happens, if any small or 
big problem arises, just come to Madhuban through your mind, not with your body, but with 
your mind. BapDada will fill the minds of the children with extra nourishment of happiness. It is 
good. To come to Madhuban means to take a step forward in your efforts. Even now, check: 
how much help you have taken in moving forward now that you have come to Madhuban? What 
do you easily remember throughout the day in Madhuban? Baba, Baba, Baba... Whatever you 
listen to, it is things of Baba. When you are walking, it is on the pure land of Madhuban. You 
are eating Brahma bhojan and it is powerful because those who have this special duty are 
reminded of it. Therefore, to come to Madhuban means to take a step forward in yourself in 
knowledge, yoga, dharna and service. So, did all of you take all these benefits of Madhuban? 
You have taken benefit. Did you take benefit? Because you don't have any responsibilities here. 
You simply have the responsibility of making yourself move forward. Achcha. 
 
It is the turn of Delhi and Agra to serve: Those from Delhi, stand up! (Everyone had a battery 
operated candle in their hand.) Those from Delhi have come as the form of light and might. It 
has created a beautiful splendor in the hall. Achcha. Those from Delhi have to prepare the 
kingdom because all of you are going to rule, are you not? You may not sit on the throne, but all 
will have a right to the kingdom. It is good. Those from Delhi have very good enthusiasm for 
service. Now, Delhi has to give the result of being the number one zone that is free from 
obstacles. You have good enthusiasm, but you now have to give the proof. Those of you from 
Delhi will do this, will you not? Raise your hands because, as yet, BapDada has not received this 
result from any zone. So, Delhi will claim number one in this too, will you not? Yes, teachers, 
raise your hands! Will you claim it? You raised your hands with a little slackness. Did the 
brothers raise their hands? Achcha. All are sitting in various places. It is good. BapDada has 
seen that all the zones have very good enthusiasm for service and that everyone has had very 
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good programmes everywhere this year, according to their capacity. There is zeal and 
enthusiasm for service everywhere. Therefore, what will happen when you continue to increase 
this enthusiasm for service? Bharat will become great. Achcha. Congratulations to those from 
Delhi. 
 
Double foreigners: Raise your hands! Very good. BapDada has seen that those from abroad have 
taken very good benefit from Madhuban. Whether you had retreats or you had any other 
programmes, the result of the co¬operation and courage that you all received from one another 
is good and this is why BapDada is congratulating the double foreigners a hundred times for 
taking benefit. What title has BapDada given the double foreigners! Not double foreigners, but 
double effort-makers. Whenever anyone says double, say that you are not just double foreigners, 
that you are double effort-makers too. Also check yourselves. BapDada knows that you do pay 
attention and that your attention is also specially drawn and this is why BapDada likes to see that 
though you have come late, you are not behind in your efforts. You are moving forward and will 
continue to move forward. BapDada sees this. BapDada is pleased and so you may applaud. 
 
Jurist and IT Wings: BapDada has already said that all Wings are doing good service. Whether it 
is the Jurist Wing or any other Wing, from the time that the Wings have been created and you 
took that responsibility, it has been seen that, by taking the different responsibilities, you make 
good effort. BapDada has also heard that whatever programmes the Wings have had, the results 
of all the programmes were good. So, the service taking place of the Jurists is good. BapDada is 
pleased that each one is paying attention to service very well: We have to do something, we 
have to do something. And you are doing something. So, service by the Jurists is taking place in 
different places and will continue to take place. Very good. Achcha. 
 
BapDada has already congratulated everyone for service, whichever Wing it is. This is the 
progress that BapDada wants in each one's effort and, for that, BapDada has told you that each 
zone should make itself free from obstacles. Baba has not yet received this result. Not just your 
own centre, but the zone should be free from obstacles. Make such a plan that no one in any 
zone remains weak in effort. Just as you are companions now, move along in the same way and 
become the best of all of companions in effort too, because, if you become free from obstacles 
now, that atmosphere will spread into the world. The whole world has to transform. Achcha. 
 
BapDada has given love and remembrance to everyone everywhere, but, this year, everyone 
everywhere should be number one in their efforts. Now be co-operative with one another in this 
way and bring about this result. Whichever zone you see, it should be free from obstacles. Is this 
possible? Is it possible? Dadis speak! Is it possible? Yes, speak! Is it possible? (Dadi Janki - if 
we don't do it, who will? We are the ones who will do it.) Raise your hands! You will become 
double effort-makers. Wherever you are and whoever is listening and seeing, all of you should 
have the thought that you definitely do have to do this. Those who are brave and courageous will 
say: Baba, it is not a big deal, it is already accomplished. (Nizarbhai's group is doing very good 
service through the Future of Power.) Bharat is doing it and the lands abroad are also doing it. 
Everyone has enthusiasm, but become free from obstacles! Baba should receive the report that 
every zone is free from obstacles and has number one effort-makers because your vibrations 
have to reach the world. Nowadays, sorrow is increasing so much. The reason why everything is 
happening is that such sorrow and only sorrow spreads everywhere. Achcha. Do all of you 
remember what you have to do next year? So, make such effort and move forward and enable 
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others to move forward. Achcha. 
 
(Nirwairbhai asked if there was a new plan for Godly service.) Baba will tell you; that is fine. It 
is good. Achcha. 
 
Speaking to Dadis: (This time, this was the heart-to-heart conversation amongst the teachers, of 
how to make the gathering powerful.) 
 
Speaking to Mohiniben: Even now, she has a part and also has co-operation. Are you OK now? 
It will be OK. Do not think about anything, everything will be fine. This happens a little in-
between. You have now received good directions, and so, everything will be fine. You are 
happy, are you not? There has been a little upheaval and so this happens, but it will be fine. The 
illness has increased and so this happens a little. Now, continuously put everything right, one by 
one, and that's all. Everything will be fine. Nevertheless, you are fine. Once you are ready, you 
will run. (Tomorrow is her birthday and she will be 72). 
 
Speaking to the three senior brothers: All three should make such a programme together that 
Madhuban remains constantly free from obstacles, that everyone remains content and also a 
renunciate, both. You are paying attention, but continue to pay a little more attention! All three 
of you should discuss things among yourselves and become those with one thought. Let there be 
one wave among the three of you. Although you have different ideas, you have to unite those 
ideas. So, all three should have the same idea. By coming together you will have similar 
thoughts. It is good. Just as the sisters are together, in the same way, the brothers have to have 
one direction. Whatever is anyone's direction or idea, continue to move along as one. 
 
BapDada gave all the children greetings for the New Year 2013 - Congratulations, 
congratulations, congratulations for the New Year to all the children everywhere! In this New 
Year, you have to bring about one or another newness in yourself. The transformation that you 
have not yet brought about in yourself and what you have been finding difficult, do that in the 
New Year and write your news to Baba. Make yourself free from obstacles and also be co-
operative in making others free from obstacles. All you jewels of contentment should remain 
sparkling. This is what BapDada wants to see. Achcha. 
 
Lots, lots and lots of love and remembrance to all the children everywhere and congratulations, 
congratulations, congratulations for celebrating your transformation.  
 

***OM SHANTI*** 


